Availability: MFAML (version 1) is fully described and available at
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid advances in bioinformatics, it is becoming increasingly important to develop information standards to define, share, and evaluate computational models of complex biological systems. For this purpose, international communities and research teams have been developing several eXtensible Markup Language (XML)-based modeling languages (Achard et al., 2001) . For example, the Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) (Hucka et al, 2003) is a representative open-standard in the systems biology area, providing several standard structures including a modeling structure for dynamic simulation of the kinetic model. Nevertheless, to our knowledge there is no standard format suitable for implementing metabolic flux analysis (MFA), which is one of the most widely adopted techniques for quantitative analysis of metabolic fluxes (Varma and Palsson, 1994; Edwards et al., 2001 ). There has recently been an attempt to represent the flux balance model by annotating conditional information on upper and lower flux limits into the existing SBML structure (Segrè et al., 2003) 
Representation of metabolic systems
A standard structure of MFAML mainly consists of four components: Metabolite, Reaction, Condition and Solution. Among them, Metabolite and Reaction are slightly modified from basic model components in SBML (Hucka et al, 2003) ; the relevant information on reactions and metabolites can be defined in the elements of the existing ListOfReactions and ListOfSpecies structures of SBML to describe the structural properties of a metabolic system, e.g., biochemical reactions, reaction directions, stoichiometry and relevant information on metabolites. The Condition component specifies the stationary state of the metabolic system based on two elements of the ListOfConditions, flux variables (reaction) and balance constraints (metabolite), each of which contains conditional properties (e.g., constraints and objectives) for MFA. These conditional properties are often defined by the 5 measured or desired internal and external (uptake or secretion) fluxes, genetic and environmental conditions, and desired physiological properties. In the Solution component, the solver status and the results of flux distribution under various conditions can be described.
Exchange of metabolic flux models
On the basis of the defined structure of MFAML, we provide the libMFAML which is an open-source library of an application programming interface (API) for reading, writing and manipulating MFAML files (Parser) and for converting them into the respective formats for flux analysis (Converter). They are implemented in C and C++ working on Windows, Linux and Solaris systems. We partially adopted the source codes of libSBML 
METABOLIC FLUX ANALYSIS
MFA can be carried out using various LP solvers as shown in Figure 1 . Alternatively, MetaFluxNet, which is a stand-alone program package for the modeling and simulation of metabolic pathways (Lee et al., 2003) , can be used to handle the entire processes. The recent version of MetaFluxNet has incorporated the libMFAML as a module. Valid MFAML files can be loaded into MetaFluxNet, edited, translated into its internal format, exported in various LP formats, and are solved using its internal LP engine. Similarly to MetaFluxNet, other analytical environments can be linked to LP analysis through MFAML.
In this way, users can interpret and examine metabolic behaviors and changes in response to genetic and/or environmental modifications which can be explicitly defined in MFAML.
In summary, MFAML supports in silico simulations of metabolic pathways in order to understand the metabolic status and to design the metabolic engineering strategies. 
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